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In their international bestseller Empire, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri presented a grand unified vision of a world in which the old forms of imperialism are no longer effective. But what of Empire in an age of “American empire”?
Has fear become our permanent condition and democracy an impossible dream? Such pessimism is profoundly mistaken, the authors argue. Empire, by interconnecting more areas of life, is actually creating the possibility for a new kind of
democracy, allowing different groups to form a multitude, with the power to forge a democratic alternative to the present world order.Exhilarating in its optimism and depth of insight, Multitude consolidates Hardt and Negri’s stature as
two of the most important political philosophers at work in the world today.
Sugar had known a lot of women in his life. But he'd never met anyone quite like this mermaid-haired, tattooed, pierced, smartass woman named Peyton who made it clear she didn't want anything from him except as many orgasms as he
could give her.So what was he supposed to do when he realized he did want more? How was he supposed to get this woman who was so committed to non-commitment to take a chance on him? Or convince the loansharks and ex-armed
robbers that loved her that he was worthy? All the while trying to figure out how a dead man from his past had somehow come back to life... and why he was coming for him...
CASH My life has been about three things- brotherhood, good times, and women. Easy. Nothing complicated. That was until Willow Swift came barging back into my life, face bloodied, banging at the gates of The Henchmen compound
calling in a favor owed. Now a marker is a marker and I had to make good, but if there was one woman in the world I didn't need in my life, it was the hard-as-stone, hot-as-sin Willow Swift and whatever mysterious ghosts from her past
that were haunting her present. WILLOW My life has been nothing but two things: hard and complicated. The last person I wanted in my business was the notorious love-em and leave-em Cash, but I needed help and he was the only one I
could lean on without worrying about him finding out about my past. But I was starting to wonder if maybe he was his own kind of dangerous bent on making me believe in some things I had long since learned were not possible for melike falling for a guy I could not, ever, let see the real me.
*****This book contains some content appropriate for age 18+ and is not suitable for younger readers***** Growing up without a mother, Camden never learned the rules of sex until introduced to them by a bad boy who took advantage
of her innocence—breaking her. Will spiraled into a world of darkness following an unbearable hurt…in turn using women and alcohol to dull the pain. Two wounded people…coming together under awkward circumstances…healing
each other…until the bad boy from Camden's past finds her… Does Will have the power to fight for someone worth fighting for? Camden Biggs, the daughter of a professional baseball player…lost her mother at age 9. Eager to be loved,
she fell in love with the hottest, bad boy she'd ever met at age 15, Max. Totally off limits and living under the same roof, she succumbed to his manipulations until he was forced out of her life—hanging on to a promise to only give herself to
him. Will Denton raised by a trailer trash father and a trust fund mother had a taste of both worlds and all sorts of women—especially when he dove into a world of darkness following a tragedy and loss of his own. Camden, now a senior at
the University of Kansas where she tutors the hottest, most talented athletes hides behind her outgoing roommate Kate—who is sexually active enough for both of them; Camden lives vicariously through Kate while still trying to heal her
wounds from the past—until Will Denton comes home with Kate one night. Though he slept with Kate, he sets his sights on Cam. Camden finally succumbs to the gorgeous eyes and body of Will Denton. And as Will is finally starting to
tear down the walls that Cam has built over the years…Bad Boy Max makes a reappearance to reclaim what was once his.
War and Democracy in the Age of Empire
For a Good Time, Call...
Advances in Experimental Surgery
Introduction to Microscopy by Means of Light, Electrons, X Rays, or Acoustics
AR Signaling in Human Malignancies: Prostate Cancer and Beyond
Hunter is on the run from a past he wants nothing more than to forget about. He setttles into his new life in a new city with a sexy new neighbor who goes out drinking every night and seems to have a lot of
kinky, fantastic sex every day. Fiona has more than a few scars from her past, nightmares so bad she cant be in her own apartment at night. She spends her days moaning like a porn star to her phone sex
callers and putting up walls so thick no one can break them down. That is until she keeps getting woken up from the hot new guy next door and goes over to confront him, sending them both into uncharted
territory. When their pasts come charging into their present, will they be able to heal the old wounds enough to let each other in? Or is there some damage that is simply too difficult to overcome?
RYAN She was perfect: Sweet, smart, awkwardly adorable, and beautiful as hell. The only problem was: she was terrified to leave her apartment. And, apparently, she had somehow gotten herself wrapped
up with some pretty bad guys to boot. DUSTY He was perfect: He was a living, breathing, walking, talking statue come to life. But when would a man like that ever want to be with a woman who was too
anxious to even walk into the hallway? Let alone go on a date with him. Or meet the family he was so close with. That being said, he seemed interested for some reason. So obviously, he was just as crazy as
I was. On top of that whole confusion situation, something was going on with my business partners. And things were about to go straight to hell...
I'm a bad guy.I do bad things. But I do them for the right reasons.That's why I can sleep easy at night even with the smell of fresh blood still in my nostrils. One more scumbag off the streets. One more
righting of a wrong.That was all my life was about.Until I came across her...
“The fourth sector” is a relatively new sector that consists of for-benefit organizations that combine market-based approaches of the private sector with the social and environmental aims of the public and nonprofit sectors. This book examines trends of entrepreneurship in the fourth sector, describes specific ecosystems fostering new ventures around the world, and characterizes the most common and innovative
business models. It covers as well the main effects, among others, of technological change, innovation, and institutional behavior on the sector in the last years.
Into the Green
Processes and Systems
Pure Will
The Business Ethics Workshop
Fundamentals of Modern Manufacturing
It meant war. DUKE The relative peace we have known for years was gone in one violent act. Then, among the ever-present and increasingly bloody unknown threat, I met her. But when passions ignite, complicating an
already impossible situation, I am left to wonder if there is a way to overcome the dark and twisted secrets of my past that would allow me to have any kind of future with her. PENNY I was just a normal girl. I swear. One
moment, I was just living my usual boring life. The next, I found myself in the middle of some kind of underground war between an outlaw biker gang and some faceless enemy. Trapped in a whole new world and in everincreasing close proximity to the tall, strong, long blond-haired, deep blue-eyed biker named Duke, yeah, let's just say things got even more interesting. But Duke had secrets. And when they came into the light, I realized
they were the kind that I wasn't sure I could live with...
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Everyone in Navesink Bank knows about Senator Ericsson's son, his wife, and the story that hit headlines that eventually led to one of the Mallick boys going to jail for assault. What became of that woman after being
coerced into lying on the stand was unknown.That was until late one night when a phone rang in the offices of Quinton Baird & Associates. And her voice was on the other end of the line.
SUBMISSIVE TRAINING Thinking of becoming a slave to Christian Grey? Or perhaps you simply wish to learn more about the world of BDSM, and discover what it takes to really become a full-fledged submissive?
Either way, this would be the book that will teach you how to become a better, naughtier submissive through the following topics: Understanding the psychology behind D/s relationships, how you can get into one and tips to
ensure your safety and well-being for the long-haul. A brief introduction into the realm of BDSM, i.e., Bondage, Discipline and Sado-masochism Basic knowledge on submissive training in the perspective of a submissive
Tips to please your Dominant partner through conditioning, rules and protocols and even pain tolerance techniques 30 sexual scenarios for you and your dominant partner to explore and apply for the best
Dominant/submissive - D/s experience If you really want to know what submissives do/say/feel behind closed doors then this is the book for you.
A girl raised by monsters.A man who helped get her free.A love that spans decades.Let's go back to the 80s to see how Charlie and Helen Mallick fell in love.
A Novel of the Malazan Empire
Cash
Mallicks
The Sex Surrogate
Entrepreneurial Ecosystems and Sustainable Business Models

The Business Ethics Workshop by James Brusseau focuses on reality and engagement. Students respond to examples and contemporary
cases that touch on their own anxieties, desires and aspirations, and this textbook drives that without sacrificing intellectual
gravity. It incites student interest and gets to the core of ethical issues.
You didn't have to be in the criminal underbelly to understand one fundamental rule: You don't mess with the mafia.But what other
choice did I have?* This book has some dark themes but is not a "dark" mafia book
AVA has been suffering from sexual dysfunction for years. Tired of not being able to have a normal relationship with a man, she is
steered in the direction of DR. CHASE HUDSON, a psychologist and sexual surrogate. When she signed up for her sessions, she wasn't
prepared for his god-like good looks or her instant, intense, and growing connection with him. But as things heat up... and
professional lines get blurred, she is forced to confront the question: What are you supposed to do when you start falling for
your sex surrogate?
Following three printings of the First Edition (1978), the publisher has asked for a Second Edition to bring the contents up to
date. In doing so the authors aim to show how the newer microscopies are related to the older types with respect to theoretical
resolving power (what you pay for) and resolution (what you get). The book is an introduction to students, technicians,
technologists, and scientists in biology, medicine, science, and engineering. It should be useful in academic and industrial
research, consulting, and forensics; how ever, the book is not intended to be encyclopedic. The authors are greatly indebted to
the College of Textiles of North Carolina State University at Raleigh for support from the administration there for typing, word
processing, stationery, mailing, drafting diagrams, and general assistance. We personally thank Joann Fish for word process ing,
Teresa M. Langley and Grace Parnell for typing services, Mark Bowen for drawing graphs and diagrams, Chuck Gardner for
photographic ser vices, Deepak Bhattavahalli for his work with the proofs, and all the other people who have given us their
assistance. The authors wish to acknowledge the many valuable suggestions given by Eugene G. Rochow and the significant editorial
contributions made by Elizabeth Cook Rochow.
Mark
Multitude
Triple Dare
Genealogy of the Exline and Axline Family
Love Another Day

This handbook organizes chapters by sets of policies that are important components of discussions about how to facilitate development. In each chapter,
authors identify and discuss the relevant theoretical and empirical literature that describes the fundamental problems that the policies seek to remedy or
ameliorate, as well as the literature that evaluates the effects of the policies. It presents an accurate, self-contained survey of the current state of the field. It
summarizes the most recent discussions, and elucidates new developments. Although original material is also included, the main aim is the provision of
comprehensive and accessible surveys
It was always supposed to be her little secret.That she got lonely and desperate enough to call him on his phone sex line. It was wrong, she knew, to keep
calling, knowing who he was, but having him in the dark about who he was talking to.She always planned to stop.After the next call.When their boss gets wind
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of what is going on, she hatches a plan. Convince them they have to attend a work retreat, then trap them in the woods together in the hopes that they work
things out. But nothing is ever that easy when feelings emerge and secrets are exposed...
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "AR Signaling in Human Malignancies: Prostate Cancer and Beyond" that was published in Cancers
As war threatens the land and Greymane tries to outrun his past, and the death sentence it carries, a new emperor of Malaz hopes to redeem the failed invasion
of Korel with a secret weapon lying in the vaults beneath the Imperial capital: Stonewielder. By the best-selling author of Return of the Crimson Guard.
Eli
Shane
Tempting Little Tease
Handbook of Development Economics
Wolf

I was just supposed to be laying low, keeping my head down, staying out of trouble. And "trouble" was exactly what Shane freaking Mallick was. Knee-cap breaker, loan shark enforcer, pantydropper. Trouble with a capital T. And the absolute last thing I needed in my life...
Six years on the inside gave a man a lot of time to think. And a lot of time to plan. When I got out, I was determined for things to go a different way. I never wanted to lose control and rage out
again. The only way to accomplish that, though, was to shut it all down. Complete disconnect. That meant no family, no friends, no links to anything attached to the man I was before. Of
course the problem was, I never factored HER into my plans. And try as I might, I couldn't find a way to shut it down, to disconnect from her. I had a sneaking suspicion she was going to take
all my carefully constructed plans and toss them out the window, was going to force me to face up the demons inside and confront the ghosts from my past. Those ghosts? They wore the
faces of my family. And a confrontation with them, yeah, I had a feeling it was going to show me that I had spent six years taking action on beliefs about the demons inside. Demons that had
never actually existed in the first place...
Postwar East Asia has seen astonishing economic dynamism in Japan, South Korea, China, and Taiwan as well as a transformation of authoritarian regimes into vibrant democracies in South
Korea and Taiwan. Neither of these trends has taken hold in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), which remains the worst kind of historical anachronism: a hereditary
monarchy with the modern trappings of totalitarianism and a centrally mismanaged economy. Insecure both internally and externally, and ruthless in its pursuit of regime survival, the DPRK
government has spawned two crises. The first is a domestic humanitarian disaster, caused by the government's massive failure to protect the human rights of its people. The second is a
regional strategic crisis caused by North Korea's development of nuclear weapons along with the ballistic missiles that might deliver them. Governments in the region recognize that the
DPRK's prison labor camps are a moral outrage. They are also united in their opposition to North Korea's nuclear weapons program, although they perceive differing levels and types of threats
from these weapons. There is a basis for coordinated action against a North Korean state that is extraordinarily weak in economic and diplomatic terms. Such action, however, has not
succeeded in solving either the humanitarian or the nuclear weapons crisis. Nor is any breakthrough expected in the foreseeable future. The explanation is found in the differing agenda of the
frontline states, which includes "resident" Asian power the United States. This book delineates the twin crises and analyzes the relevant interests and positions of other major states in the
region, assembling a broad picture of the overall lack of policy convergence beyond agreement on a few general principles. This volume is unusual in its collection of a variety of national
viewpoints on a single major international issue. It provides valuable insight into the ongoing problem of managing a recalcitrant North Korea within an otherwise modern and globalizing
region.
This book takes a modern, all-inclusive look at manufacturing processes. Its coverage is strategically divided—65% concerned with manufacturing process technologies, 35% dealing with
engineering materials and production systems.
The Cleaner
Pull You In
Entrepreneurship in the Fourth Sector
Advances in Iranian Linguistics
The North Korea Crisis and Regional Responses
He was just supposed to be saving her from herself... and the half dozen criminal enterprises that would want her blood when they realized what she had done. What he hadn't planned on was her invading every
aspect of his life with her fiery temper and inability to take no for an answer. And when he finally got beneath her walls and found out why she had gotten herself into trouble in the first place, he knew what he
needed to do. He sure as hell didn't think he would end up being the one who would need saving...
Mark-Love and commitment might be great. You know, for my brothers. Not for me. But then, in a chance meeting, I came across her. Why was she different? I couldn't say for sure. Maybe it was the fact that she
was the most gorgeous woman I had ever seen. Maybe it was the the sharp edges she wore like a shield that made me want to see what was beneath. Or maybe it had something to do with whatever secret she was
trying so desperately to hide. Scotti-Love and commitment weren't even in the realm of possibilities for me. My life had one purpose, one mission, and I couldn't afford to let anyone get in the way. But then there
was Mark Mallick - ladies man, loanshark enforcer, and very determined to know my secrets. That was problematic any day, but especially so with him. Why? Maybe because the things he would offer me, the
things he would show me were possibilities for my life could make me completely reevaluate the mission that had completely consumed the last ten years of my life.But could I have those things? Could I escape
the life I had been trapped in for so long? With Mark Mallick by my side, I was thinking maybe it was possible...
As the creator of her own true crime podcast, Poppy is on the case. Only this time, of a serial killer operating just under the radar in Navesink Bank. And nothing will get in her way. Except, maybe, a good-looking
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guy with tortured eyes, anxiety, and a cleaning compulsion. She never could have guessed, though, that he was the very man she'd been tracking down for months...
This volume brings together selected papers from the first North American Conference in Iranian Linguistics, which was organized by the linguistics department at Stony Brook University. Papers were selected to
illustrate the range of frameworks, diverse areas of research and how the boundaries of linguistic analysis of Iranian languages have expanded over the years. The contributions collected in this volume address
advancing research and complex methodological explorations in a broad range of topics in Persian syntax, morphology, phonology, semantics, typology and classification, as well as historical linguistics. Some of
the papers also investigate less-studied and endangered Iranian languages such as Tat, Gilaki and Mazandarani, Sorani and Kurmanji Kurdish, and Zazaki. The volume will be of value to scholars in theoretical
frameworks as well as those with typological and diachronic perspectives, and in particular to those working in Iranian linguistics.
Back to the Beginning
Vigilante
The Sterling Shore Series, #7
Stonewielder
Duke

RUBY KROSSWho is Corbin Sterling to me? That's what people always want to know. He was my first friend. He was the love of my life. And he was my only heartbreak. The
problem is that I love the big jerk, and I've refused to give up our friendship, even if it does mean it'll eventually ruin me. So, to answer the question... Corbin Fucking
Sterling is the Bane of my existence; that's what he is.CORBIN STERLINGPeople tell you to learn from your mistakes, but the problem isn't learning from them; it's undoing
them. I wish I could go back and undo a lot of shit. Maybe then I wouldn't feel tortured every time Ruby calls me her "best friend."This might be the last chance I have to
make everything right, but she's sure as hell not going to make it easy. The games we play will either finally stop, or turn into what I've always wanted. This time I won't fuck
it up. Hopefully.
A hot new standalone romance from New York Times bestseller, Kendall Ryan. She's the tutor I hired to teach me Italian. She's way too young for me, but she's also
gorgeous, bright and filled with a curiosity about life that I find incredibly refreshing. It's fucking adorable. I’m old enough to know better, but this pretty young thing tempts
me beyond belief. And for the first time in my life, I can see myself falling. *** Is this what it's like to be pursued by an older man? The complete confidence, the lack of
expectations, the sincerity? My God, it's exhilarating. Quinn Kingsley is totally unexpected. I'm moving to Italy in three weeks to teach English, and while I never expected
something so real to develop between us so quickly, our chemistry is undeniable. There's something so sexy about this back and forth he and I share. Flirting with this man
is like playing with fire, and I'm bound to get burned. Io sono attratto da te. I'm attracted to you, he tells me. But is our attraction enough to get us through the complications
of a massive age gap and an international love affair? Only one way to find out…
Experimental surgery is an important link for the development in clinical surgery, research and teaching. Experimental surgery was part of the most important surgical
discoveries in the past century. Since 1901 nine Nobel Prizes have been awarded to the pioneers had remarkable achievements in the basic or practical surgery. In recent 20
years, experimental surgery has achieved new advances, like laparoscopic and robotic surgery, tissue engineering, and gene therapy which are widely applied in clinic
surgery. The present book covers wide experimental surgery in preclinical research models subdivided in two volumes. Volume I introduces surgical basic notions,
techniques, and different surgical models involved in basic experimental surgery and review the biomechanical models, ischemia/reperfusion injury models, repair and
regeneration models, and organ and tissue transplantation models, respectively. Volume II introduces several specific experimental models such as laparoscopic and
bariatric experimental surgical models. The second volume also introduces graft-versus-host disease, and other experimental models. Review the advances and
development of recent techniques such as tissue engineering, organ preservation, wound healing and scarring, gene therapy and robotic surgery. The book documents the
enormous volume of knowledge we have acquired in the field of experimental surgery. In this book, we have invited experts from the United States, Canada, France,
Germany, China, Japan, Korea, UK, Sweden, Netherland, Hungary and Turkey to contribute 36 chapters in the fields of their expertise. These two volumes are the
compilation of basic experimental surgery and updated advances of new development in this field that will be invaluable to surgeons, residents, graduate students, surgical
researchers, physicians, immunologists, veterinarians and nurses in surgery.
LOVE. SEX. MAGIC. Before her 20th birthday, Gabriella was pretty much clueless about all three. In love with her best guy friend since the age of 14 and too crass and
intimidating for most of the male population of Colorado Springs, both love and good sex were virtually a myth. And then there's magic. Freakin' magic. There's no way that
legend could have a place in her less than exciting life. So why after twenty years of utter obscurity do her adopted parents hit her with the ton of bricks that is her true
identity? And how the heck is she supposed to accept all this and instantly become what she was destined to be? Lucky for Gabs, sexy as sin Dorian is more than equipped
to help her embrace these new revelations. And while everything about him feels oh so good, she soon learns that there's more behind his crystal blue eyes, chiseled body
and exotic beauty. Something dark, menacing and downright unnatural. Yet Gabs is in way too deep to even try to turn away from him now. Dark Light, Book 1 of the Dark
Light Series, is the raw, emotional story of a young woman's journey of self-discovery in a world that was not meant for her. And her scorching hot, lip-biting addiction for the
man she can't deny, no matter the cost. *Contains strong adult content.
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The Prince (Mills & Boon Spice) (The Original Sinners: The Red Years, Book 3)
Submissive Training
Sugar
The General
The French Girl
One man taught her to love She left her old life for him. Now Nora is torn in two. Wanting to fit into this new, innocent
relationship, yet relentlessly hungering for her darker self...and Søren, the man she left behind.
Friends of the family were forbidden fruit.You didn't get to take a bite, no matter how tempting it might be.And it sure was
tempting when they showed up at your doorstep, soaking wet, shaking, begging for your help, your protection, when you suddenly
found them hiding out from their problems in your place, in your bed while you attempted to take on their case, figure out how
someone who led the quiet kind of life she did ended up on some bad guy's radar, who wanted her badly enough to chase her through
the streets, to make her need to uproot her entire life.She was trusting me, depending on me.There were plenty of things to keep
my mind occupied.Yet all I could think about was what it might be like to get a taste, a touch, a bite.Maybe if I had been more
focused on her case, I would have seen what was coming, could have prevented it before it was too late...
"The immigrant with whom we are primarily interested was Georg Christoff Oechslen. Tradition has it that his family had lived in
Alsace for a generation or two already after leaving Schaffhausen, and that his father had been impressed into the Army of
Frederick William I...[he] was born about 1705-1706...arrived in Philadelphia on October 2, 1727 on the ship
"Adventure"...apparently lived in the vacinity of Philadelphia for a few years, joining in that extensive excursion of the
"Pennsylvania Germans" to Loudoun County, Virginia...He was married about the same time, but whether in Pennsylvania or Virginia
is not known, nor is the maiden name of his wife known, other than that she was called Catherine"--P. 18. Descendants eventually
adopted the surname Exline and Axline. Descendants lived in Pennsylvania, Virginia, Colorado, Kansas, Ohio, Iowa, Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri, California and elsewhere.
A man born to protect After a major loss, Brody Carter found a home with the London office of McKay-Taggart. A former soldier, he
believes his job is to take the bullets and follow orders. He’s happy to take on the job of protecting Dr. Stephanie Gibson while
the team uses her clinic in Sierra Leone to bring down an international criminal. What he never expected was that the young doctor
would prove to be the woman of his dreams. She’s beautiful, smart, and reckless. Over and over he watches her risk her life to
save others. One night of pure passion leads him to realize that he can’t risk his heart again. When the mission ends, Brody walks
away, unwilling to lose another person he loves. A woman driven to heal Stephanie’s tragic past taught her to live for today.
Everything she’s done in the last fifteen years has been to make up for her mistakes. Offering medical care in war-torn regions
gives her the purpose she needs to carry on. When she meets her gorgeous Aussie protector, she knows she’s in too deep, but
nothing can stop her from falling head over heels in love. But after one amazing night together, Brody walks away and never looks
back. Stephanie is left behind…but not alone. A secret that will change both their lives A year later, Stephanie runs afoul of an
evil mercenary who vows to kill her for failing to save his friend. She runs to the only people she trusts, Liam and Avery
O’Donnell. She hasn’t come alone and her secret will bring her former lover across the world to protect her. From Liberia to
Dallas, Brody will do whatever it takes to protect Stephanie from the man who wants to kill her, but it might be her own personal
demons that could destroy them both. A Masters and Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake
Ryan
Lift You Up
Dark Light
The Woman at the Docks
How to Be a Better, Naughtier Submissive for Your Dominant Partner and 30 Hottest Sexual Scenarios with Illustrations
There's a reason Faith works at Lam, a known mafia bar, despite the fact that she doesn't have a drop of hospitality kindness or any apparent respect for men who could easily take her life.
There is also a reason Danny is the new bartender there. And that reason has nothing to do with the decades-long bartending experience he lied about on his resume. So when passions
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emerge and become too much to deny anymore, they each scramble to try to protect their secrets- Faith, the deal she made with the devil to get and keep a job she obviously had no interest in
and why; Danny, the real reason he was at Lam. But, as with all secrets, the truth will always find its way to the light...* For possible triggers, please visit the author's website.
"Memories from her trip to France still haunt Kate Channing almost a decade after the fateful vacation. The image of her French neighbor, Severine, is as clear as if she had seen her
yesterday--despite the fact that Severine went missing just as the vacation ended. And when the case is reopened, bringing with it resurfaced secrets, rekindled affections, and dangerous
enemies, Kate wonders if she will ever be able to rid herself of the ghost of the haunting and silent young woman. As the investigation speeds forward and alliances can no longer be trusted,
she begins to understand that the stakes of this game are her own survival"--Cece- There are a few things I learned recently: The love of my life, well, wasn't. My new roommate is a kook. Nothing is the way I had believed my whole life. -Jasper- Some things are
abundantly clear: My sister is missing. I have her new roommate tagging along into a dangerous realm she knows nothing about. And Cece, well, she is nothing like what she appears.
I made a deal with a devil in a black suit. Stuck in a life that had been nothing but misery, when I saw an opportunity to break free, I grabbed it with both hands. That opportunity came in the
form of Lucky Grassi-a capo in the New Jersey mafia, and the one man who could help me navigate the dangers of my plan. I never planned for it to be anything more than a professional
arrangement. One touch from him had me rethinking all my plans for my future. But there was still danger all around. There was no way to know if we would even live long enough to explore
what was growing between us...
Dark Secrets
The Woman in the Scope
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